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Some will call it a QX50 with a sloped roof, but Infiniti is calling it the QX55 â€”and its fastback
styling makes it an artful addition to the Infiniti lineup. It is powered by the same
variable-compression turbocharged 2. Sporty inch wheels and a more aggressive front fascia
serve to further separate the QX55 from its square-back counterpart. The QX55 is an all-new
nameplate for the Infiniti brand. It shares an interior, powertrain, and suspension with the QX50
SUV, but it will have a bolder exterior design and a slightly higher price tag. Of those, the
Essential trim provides the best value by offering popular tech and luxury features at a
reasonable price. It comes standard with in-dash navigation, a degree exterior camera system,
heated and cooled front seats, and a speaker Bose stereo system. We'd also suggest the
ProAssist package, which adds adaptive cruise control, LED headlamps, and blind-spot
monitoring. The QX55 is powered by the same hp variable-compression turbocharged 2. It will
be paired with a continuously variable automatic transmission CVT and standard all-wheel
drive. Our time spent with a similarly equipped QX50 leads us to expect peppy acceleration from
the QX Our long-term QX50 test vehicle managed a 6. When we have a chance to strap our test
equipment to the QX55, we'll update this story with results. Despite its high-tech
variable-compression engine, the QX50 delivered a ho-hum 27 mpg on our mph highway
fuel-economy test route. Once we are able to test a QX55, we'll see if it can do any better. A
stylish and well-equipped cabin is mostly carryover from the QX50, but rather than utilize that
model's quilted leather upholstery, Infiniti's designers have opted for a simpler look. Base
models come standard with faux-leather upholstery, while genuine leather and semi-aniline
leather will be offered as options. Black-colored, open-pore wood trim in the QX55 is a breath of
fresh air among sporty SUV interiors, which seem to default to carbon-fiber trim. The sloping
roofline will probably compromise headroom; cargo space is less generous than the QX50,
which accommodated nine of our carry-on suitcases behind its second row of seats. Infiniti
seems committed to a dual-screen infotainment setup, with the top display providing navigation
and the lower, secondary screen serving radio, media, and vehicle settings. Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto are both standard equipment and feature wireless connectivityâ€”a first for
Infiniti. Infiniti will offer a suite of driver-assistance features as standard, and the company's
ProPilot Assist semi-autonomous driving mode will be offered as an option. Key safety features
include:. As with all Infinitis, the QX55 will come with a comprehensive warranty package as
standard, with a powertrain policy that's longer than rivals such as the Porsche Macan and the
Volvo XC The Volvo, however, sweetens the deal with up to three years of complimentary
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Reading Below. The premium Infiniti brand is a mixed bag of some stylish and some
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came in contact was friendly and answered all my questions. I wish I could have gotten more of
a discount but it was the car I wanted. Read at DealerRater. Purchased a QX60 from this dealer
in November. The transaction was quick and easy, and they offered competitive pricing. I would
refer other buyers. My experience with the sales consultant and manager was VERY pleasant. I
would not hesitate to recommend this company to my fiends, family, and business associates.
April is a real asset to the team at Jim Coleman. Everyone else's 'extra mile" is where she just
gets started! Definitely connect with April as you shop for your next car. I found what i was
looking for with the better price at Jim Coleman with the help of Kirk. I definitely gives reference
to my friends and family, for dealership and will use for future as well. Strongly recommend
Coleman Infinity. Toyota and Cadillac right there too. One stop shop. Treated me like family.
Stress free! Kirk was knowledgeable professional and friendly. Got a great deal as well! Read at
Cars. Bought a used Altima here and man was I blown away by the sales team. Everybody from
the salesman to the management team was courteous, professional, and willing to work out a

fair deal. The car I bought had a few scratches on the rear bumper. When i brought this up they
immediately had the Detail Team buff them out. I was. I was amazed at how good they had the
vehicle looking. I am so glad I followed through. Purchased multiple cars from Ryan General
Manager and his team. I highly recommend checking out Jim Coleman before you sign any deal
as they will match it or beat it with better service and help. Wonderful dealership! I drove 2
hours to visit this dealership had an appointment with Brian and he showed me 3 cars I was
interested. He did a fantastic job explaining the different packages and really new his stuff on
the car! You should Definitely ask for him! Ryan the GM came through with a price that worked
perfectly and made sure I was completely happy with my purchase! Jass in finance had me in
and out so I could get back to my kids before dinner! Even with all the construction it I was
inquiring about a QX80 Dark Currant online. Great online Customer Service - Thanks! Just
Bought a Mercedes from Jim coleman. I had to travel from Plattsburgh NY. But the salesman
Kirk Saraydaroglu made it very easy for us. Love the car. As good as was promised. Buying
experience was excellent. Other manager also made the process very easy and quick. Our goal
is to provide you an interactive tour of our new and used INFINITI inventory, as well as allow
you to conveniently get a quote, schedule a service appointment, or apply for financing. Open
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Contact Us Close. Today's Hours: Open Today! Relationships that rely heavily on looks alone
don't typically last, and the Infiniti Q60 is a beauty that does nothing to upend that paradigm.
The Infiniti coupe's bodywork is both graceful and muscular, which make it one of the prettiest
models in a class that also includes the Audi A5 and the polarizing BMW 4-series. While the
brawniest Q60 makes horsepower, every version features a strong twin-turbo V-6 and either
rear- or all-wheel drive. Unfortunately, there's no manual transmission and the driving
experience is less exciting than we expect from a sporty two-door. We're especially averse to its
optional adaptive steering system, which communicates as well as a spurned lover. Those who
want a useable back seat and practical cargo space will prefer the Infiniti Q50 sedan. Still, the
Q60 is a better value than many of its peers; that and great looks make its lack of sportiness
easier to forgive. For , Infiniti gives the mid-level Q60 Luxe more standard driver assists. The list
now includes adaptive cruise control, automatic high-beams, blind-spot monitoring, and
lane-keeping assist. The Red Sport can now be equipped with power-folding exterior mirrors

and revised carbon-fiber trim. The paint palette adds Slate Gray and Grand Blue, too. Unlike
other entry-luxury coupes, the Q60 has a standard twin-turbo V-6 instead of a four-cylinder
engine. Although its rivals can also be had with sixes, the upgrade inflates their price tags,
which makes the Infiniti one of the best values in its class. We'd recommend the Q60 Luxe
because of its additional standard equipment, which includes a Bose audio system, adaptive
cruise control, and a sunroof. The Luxe trim level also unlocks the Essential package that we'd
select. It brings niceties such as heated front seats, a heated steering wheel, a Wi-Fi hotspot,
enhanced infotainment features, and more. Every Q60 is powered by a twin-turbo 3. That muscle
is routed through a seven-speed automatic transmission and either standard rear- or optional
all-wheel drive. We've only tested the hp Q60 Red Sport , but the main differences between it
and the regular Q60 are standard adaptive dampers and an optional steering system that Infiniti
calls Direct Adaptive Steering. The Red Sport also adds larger wheels with stickier tires and
stronger brakes. Still, we've driven one without the upgraded steering setup and appreciated its
accuracy but wished the effort were higher and the helm were more direct. At least its firm brake
pedal provided tons of confidence whenever we had the need to scrub speed. The Q60 has
different EPA fuel-economy ratings since the coupe is available with rear- or all-wheel drive. The
former is expected to earn 19 mpg in the city and 28 mpg on the highway. The AWD model is
rated at 19 mpg city and 27 mpg highway. The Red Sport is rated at 19 mpg city and 26 highway.
The last all-wheel-drive Q60 we ran on our mph highway fuel-economy route, which is part of
our extensive testing regimen , beat its EPA highway rating by 1 mpg 28 observed. We haven't
tested the hp version yet. Inside, the Q60 offers attractive and high-quality materials, but the
design is starting to look dated. The coupe also lacks the stretch-out space that many others in
this class offer, which contributes to an interior that feels cramped. Still, the Q60 can be
equipped with an assortment of desirable features such as upgraded leather upholstery, heated
front seats and steering wheel, and a power-adjustable steering wheel. Interior cubby storage is
mostly
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limited to the door pockets and a bin at the front of the center stack. We managed to fit three
carry-on bags in its trunk and another seven with the rear seat folded. Unfortunately, the Q60's
standard dual-screen infotainment system is convoluted. The top and bottom screens respond
to touch inputs, but the upper screen can also be manipulated via a rotary controller on the
center console. However, the sports coupe has several standard driver-assistance technologies
as well as optional upgrades. Key safety features include:. Infiniti provides an above-average
limited and powertrain warranty; however, it doesn't include complimentary scheduled
maintenance as do some other luxury automakers. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp rpm
Torque: lb-ft rpm. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. View Photos. Eric Stafford. More on the Infiniti Q60 Coupe. The Car and Driver
Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Infiniti.

